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AIDE MEMOIRE 

SPECTRUM POLICY ISSUES RELATED TO  

USAGE DEMANDS IN THE 20.05 TO 200 KHz BAND  

INTRODUCTION' 

The purpose of this Aide Memoire is to provide an assessment 

of the issues which must be considered in determining the allocations 

in Canada for the frequencies from 20.05 KHz to 200 KHz in the LF band. 

This document provides an analysis of the various alternatives 

which might be considered to meet domestic needs and form a basis for a 

Canadian position for the upcoming 1979 World Administrative Radio •  

Conference (WARC). 

#1 
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II 	BAéKBROUND  

1. 	The 20.5 to 200 KHz portion of the LF band contains allocations 

to the fixed, maritime mobile, maritime radionavigation, radiolocation and 

radionavigation services (see Table 1). In addition, Footnote C2 to the 

Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations states that 
1 

"carrier current 

systems operate in this band. Convenient limits exist at either end of 

this range of spectrum within which to consider several pressing demands by 

users of these services. The lower limit is set by the exclusive world 

wide allocation to the standard frequency service from 19.95 to 20.05 KHz. 

The upper limit is set by a primary allocation to the aeronautical radio-

navigation service commencing at 200 KHz and going to 285 KHz and, thus, 

is difficult to alter due to agreements affecting civil aviation. In 

addition, this range of spectrum is somewhat defined by technical consider-

ations related to the propagation characteristics of power line carrier. 

Although frequencies lower than 50 l<Hz can be used by PLC systems, it 

becomes increasingly difficult to efficiently couple them to electrical 

power lines by use of coupling capacitors at lower frequencies. The 

use of higher frequencies (for example 415 to 490 KHz) is restricted 

to relatively short power lines due to progressively higher attenuations 

at the higher frequencies. 

2. 	As may be seen from a review of Table 2: Canadian Band Usage, 

the band is relatively heavily utilized and most assignments shown are to 

power line carrier systems. (It should be noted, however, that ships and 

aircraft operating in this band are not reflected in the table as they 

1 The use of three—phase high voltage transmission lines as the medium over 
which low frequency radio currents are propagated is known as power line 
carrier. 



may operate in niarious bands). In addition to the PLt systems, the most 

sienificant uses are by a number of high power Loran C (1/Megawatt peak pulse 

power) installations operated by Dept. of Transport - (and the - US Coast Guard) 

and a great number of fixed point-to-point links and maritime mobile operations 

carried.out by the Department of National Defence. 

3. 	Power line carrier systems are used to connect major generating 

. and transformer stations which , in many areas of Canada, form the bulk 

230 kv, 500 kv and 750 kv power grids. The prime function of the PLC 

network is for the protection of transformers, remote control and auto-

matic generation control of power generating machinery, acquisition of 

data for load control and the provision of essential operating voice 

circuits. 

There are about 40,000 PLC terminals in use throughout the world. 

North American use is extensive with 2100 R.F. terminals controlling over 

115,000 route miles in use in Canada-; 

In Canada the majority of assignments are in the 50 KHz to 200 KHz band. A few 
_ 	... 	_ 

Canadian assignments over 400 KHz have been made in locations where operation 

at these frequencies will not interfere with the primary maritime mobile 

allocation. 

The electric utilities in Canada rely solely or in part on power 

line carrier to protect large blocks of electric power, mainly since PLC 

can most economically meet the low capacity needs of the utilities over 

long as well as short distances and to many scattered locations. In 

addition, PLC is not as susceptible to natural hazards as is wireline, cable, 

or microwave, (it is an integral part of the system it is protecting) 

and it is rugged. 

1/. 3 



Use by the Department of Transport  (r-of  this band is mnctlIr ,-es4-r!cted  5. 

to the area 90-110 KHz allocated on a primary basis to Radionavigation. 

The future additional installations of high power Loran C 

stations throughout North Amer -i - ' 	un-loulste ,4 1,7 cause some 

interference to power line carrier systems operating in band (from 90- 

MA) 

It PLC is, however, susceptible to power line noise, as well as 

interference from other users of the same frequency band, is capable of 

causing interference, and operates within a limited frequency spectrum. 

In the presence of interference, correct operations of the PLC 

could be inhibited with possible adverse effects to the delivery of power. 

4. 	The Department of National Defence (DND) has made and is continuing 

to make some use of the 30-200 Wiz band for high power long range point-

to point communications. DND provides maritime mobile communications 

in the same band. DND will continue to operate and expand in this band. 

In particular, some expanded use of the band will take place if a decision 

is made for DNJ to undertake a more active role in the north. In the future, 

therefore, more use will be made of the band by DND. 

110 KHz) .  

In addition, DOT-Canadian Coastguard operates a number of DECCA 

chains on the Atlantic coast using frequencies from 70-138 KHz; however, their 

continued existence beyond 1985 is uncertain. 

6. 	In Europe (Region 1) there are also AM aural broadcasting operations 

in bands from 150 KHz to 285 KHz and these high-power signals, occasionally, 

cause interference to Canadian operations. More significantly, the use of 

these bands by broadcasters has raised the question of possible use of this 

band by North AMerican AM broadcasters. These broadcasters find themselves 



frustrated due to the present saturation of the AM band here. (It is noted 

that the Canadian Second Draft Proposals will expand the AM broadcast band 

from 1605 to 1705 KHz). 

Broadcast use of a portion of this band from 20.05 to 200 KHz would 

require Region 2 approval at the 1979 WARC and some initiatives to this end 

are underway in the U.S.A. 

I. 
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III. THE PROBLEM.  

From a review of the issues outlined in the Background, the following 

aspects of the problem appear clearly. Among the services allocated or 

proposed, to use the band, the fixed aeronautical and maritime radionavigation 

services are experiencing heavy growth. Power line carrier systems which have 

traditionally provided control functions for electrical utility power lines 

throughout Canada are being faced with rising incidents of interference as 

growth in assignments to these primary services continue. The technical 

characteristics of PLC propagation bound the useful range of operations 

between approximately 50 KHz and 200 KHz (although some PLC systems operate 

in the 415-490 KHz range controlling power lines over short distances) 

precluding the shift of PLC systems to other less used bands. All substitute-

systems for providing control and protection of power grids are significantly 

more expensive, and their adoption as an alternative could result in premature 

obsolescence of sizeable investment in PLC systems. This would result in 

higher end—user electrical costs throughout Canada in the iongeL term. 

In the short term, in preparation for the 1979 World Administrative 

Radio Conference (WARC) where frequency allocations to the various radio 

services will be revised internationally to cover the next 15 to 20 year 

period, two US initiatives have been proposed which have direct impact on 

present and future band usage. 

The first, presented in the American WARC Fifth Notice of Inquiry 

suggests allocation in Region 2 of the aeronautical radionavigation service to 

include the band from 190-200 KHz
(1)

. This would restrict the assign- 

ment of PLC systems in Canada in this band because of possible interference to the 

aeronautical navigation service due to radiation from power line carriers. 

There are presently 84 PLC systems licensed in Canada in the 190-200 KHz band. 

(1) A similar proposal has been made for the band 405-435 KHz. 



The second proposal is for a new broadcast service allocation between 

115 and 190 KHz to provide for an extension to coàmercial AM aural 

radio broadcasting in the US. Should this proposal be approved in the 

WARC 79 forum, the probable interference to power line carrier systems 

from broadcast transmitters operating in this band could seriously impair 

the control and protection of power grids. In addition, the forecast growth 

of fixed and maritime radionavigation services would be hampered and perhaps 

frustrated. 

These two proposals are forcing an assessment of band use and priorities 

for use among services in Canada earlier than would otherwise be necessary. 

#7 
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IV. CURRENT STATUS  

Some consideration has already been given to a Canadian domestic position 

for the 20.05-200 KHz band as part of the preparatory work leading to the 1979 

WARC. 

1. The Canadian Second Draft Proposals for WARC'79 deal with the band 

190-200 KHz, which is covered by the frequency range of existing airborne 

receivers and is immediately adjacent to the current allocation to the aero-

nautical radionavigation service at 200-285 KHz. It is proposed that the band 

190-200 KHz be allocated ,o aeronautical radionavigation, primarily to be used 

for aeronautical radiobeacons on oil exploration platforms operating in the 

coastal and remote areas of Canada. 

2. There was only limited support  from the  broadcasting community  for 

an allocation for a new broadcasting band from 115-190 KHz. Recognizing 

the pressing needs of the fixed and radionavigation services in this part of 

the radio spectrum, there are no changes proposed to the Canadian allocations 

in this range of spectrum. 

3. Earlier in the Canadian First Draft, a proposal was made  for an 

exclusive radionavigation allocation  from  90-110 KHz and this has been 

retained.  However, due to frequency coordination problems, it has been found 

necessary to propose a footnote, 166A, to give additional protection to 

Loran—C radionavigation systems. 

This proposed footnote restricts use of the band by new assignments 

from  80-90 KHz and from  110-120 KHz  by the fixed and maritime mobile services 

in order to provide additional protection to radionavigation. By  implication, 

this footnote would also tend to restrict the use of powerline  carrier 

frequencies  and powers in areas where they might  cause adjacent  channel inter-

interference to radionavigation. 



V. 	FACTORS. 

As outlined above, the pressures to resolve these problems in the 

20-.05-200 KHz band, although not severe, can be expected to increase over the 

coming months as various administrations prepare for the 1979 WARC and begin 

to seek support internationally for their positions. In this context, it is 

essential that Canada promote its present position in support of Canadian 

needs and requirements. The following factors must be considered: 

A. 	Usage by the Department of National Defence (DND)  

1. DND presently makes use of the 30-200 Kaz band for high power 

long range point-to-point communications. The largest proportion of the  43 

fixed'assignments  in this band (see Table 1) are operated by DND. 

DND also carries on maritime mobile communications in portions of 

this band in certain areas of Canada. 	 • 

DND indicates that they will continûe to operate and may expand 

in this band. 	In particular, some expansion of use of the band 

will take place when a decision is made for DND to undertake 

a more active role in the North. While the use of other higher frequency 	- 

bands (i.e., HF) might be possible as an alternative, and actually give a 

better.  grade of service during certain periods, the long distance, high 

reliability nature .of circuits in the 30 to 200 KHz band make them particUlarly 

attractive for IDND.  use and invaluable in case of hostilities. In 

future, even the Use of satellite techniques  may . not replace communication 

in this band due to their relative vulnerability. Therefore, usage of 

this band by DND is expected to increase particularly in the more remote 

areas of the  Canadian- North. 

2. Although the level of usage is forecast to increase, at least • 

two aspects of this use by DND. will reduce the impact on other services 
• 	 n 

sharing in this band (primarily PLC systems). The first aspect is that 

#9  
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growth in DND assignment usage is forecast for the remote areas of Canada 

while ?LC systems are concentrated in more populous areas. The distance 

separation between the zones of operation of each type of system should 

mitigate the likelihood of interference. 

The second aspect to be considered is that many of the DND facilities 

in the band concerned are very narrow bandwidth (teletype) and in some instances, 

interference to other users, notably PLC, can be filtered out without 

affecting the operation of the pdwer line carrier. The present departmental 

procedure of licensing PLC's provides the Department with the means to 

assess the effects that any new DND installation will have on the power utility 

systems and to co-ordinate any tests or changes in order that the power 

delivery system will not be upset when a new installation is put into operation. 
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B. 	Usage by the Department of Transport (DOT)  

1. The federal Department of Transport operates assignments in the 

fixed, and radionavigation services in the band from 20.05 to 200 KHz - 

and has proposed an extension of the aeronautical radionavigation band-

downward to 190 KHz which, if accepted, would add operations in that 

- service to this band. 

Of the 43 fixed  assignments registered in the 20.05  to  200  KHz  band 

only 11  are operated by the DOT.- According to the assignment record, these 

• are limited to radiotelegraphy operations by frequency shift keying 

without the use of a modulating audio frequency (one of two frequencies 

being emitted at any time). The circuits operated in this band provide 

service primarily to remote areas of Canada (e.g., Eureka, Isachsen, 

Mould Bay, Cartwright, Goose Bay, Resolute, Inuvik, Alert, Sachs Harbour 

ând Schefferville). The traffic is generally'administrative. 

Similar to the case with DND, fixed point-to-point circuits at this 

frequency range provide highly reliable back-up communications to DOT 

when radio conditions are not favourable in other bands. There are no 

plans to expand operations in this band in the future beyond the limited 

number of circuits presently operated. 

• There would appear to be little reason why frequency sharing  of  these 

point-to-point services could not continue indefinitely. Similar to the 

situation described earlier, the DOT areas of operation for these circuits 

are in remote Canada while PLC systems operate in more populous regions. 

In addition, DOT circuits, like those of DND, utilize narrow bandwidth radio-

telegraphy which can be eliminated from PLC systems by filtering in most 

cases. Therefore, with care in the assignment of frequencies and 

.knowledge of the ûadio frequency environment, the Department should be 

capable of avoiding or supressing interference between these two services. 
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2. As outlined earlier in this report, the U.S. WARC Fifth Notice 

of Inquiry has proposed the allocation of 190-200 KHz to aeronautical radio- 
. 
navigation. Adoption of this allocation in Canada might restrict the 

assignment of PLC systems in this band because of possible interference 

to the aeronautical navigation service due to radiation from power line 

carriers. The Canadian WARC Second Draft Proposals also 

supported the above allocation of the 190-200 KHz band to aeronautical 

radionavigation due'to the forecast growth. The band 190-200 KHz was 

chosen as an extension of thc 200-285 KHz aeronautical radionavigation 

band because the existing equipment operating in that band can tune down 

to 190 KHz. In addition, a recenl DOC regional survey for assignment 

reqùirements over the next 10 year period indicated the need for 370 new 

aeronautical radionavigation service assignments, which appears to exceed 

the capacity of even the expanded allocation proposed. In this connection it is noted 

that the Second Draft Proposals provide for radionavigation (radio beacons) in the band 

405-435 KHz. However, the proposed expansion capacity, albeit limited, is likely 

sufficient since the majority of aeronautical beacon requirèments are in support of large 

capital projects of finite duration in remote areas of Canada, such as oil 

pipeline construction, and the Baie James hydroelectric project, etc. While it 

is not certain that the survey included all municipal, federal and private demands 

for aeronautical radionavigation, it is not unreasonable to forecast an average 

growth of 18 new assignments per annum over the next ten year period. (See Appendix I) . 

As well, installations of Omega, Loran C, etc., will also serve to 

diminish the need for aeronautical radionavigation beacons in populous areas. 
\ 

As can be seen, the aeronautical radionavigation service will experience growth 

in remote areas over the foreseeable future and the existing and proposed extended 

allocation for this service will be fully utilized by ANDB (aeronautical 

non-directional beacons). While the establishment and extension of other 

radionavigation systems (e.g., Omega, Loran "C", etc.). may temper the 

requirement for ANDB's, they are complementary, not substitute systems, 



and the need for ANDB's in this band will likely continue indefinitely 

in remote areas. 

The ANDB's emit a continuous modulated carrier signal (as djedie " 

PLC systems), however, with periodic keyed identification being given. As the 

ANDB "ident" may be missed or ignored, a PLC signal may be mistaken for it. 

In addition, a mixed PLC and ANDB signal received by an aircraft will give 

an incorrect heading to the ANDB location. Therefore, the potential for 

interference from a PLC system to an aircraft is present,and, in fact, 

there have been at least three unexplained aircrashes in Europe within the 

last few years in which there is evidence to suggest that the aircraft 

involved were subject to interference from PLC systems. On a national basis, 

frequencies for airfield marker beacons should, it appears, be kept 

separate from those used for PLC systems in the same vicinity. Further 

work is required to determine safe separation distances between ANDB's and 

PLC systems. 

There are, at present, 84 PLC assignments operating in the 

190-200 KHz band across Canada, including a few in the Northwest Territories. 

As ANDB's are established in this band, steps will have to be taken on a case 

by case basis to reassign PLC systems in the proximity to frequencies 

outside this band or to change their type of emission to be distinctly 

different from ANDB's to ensure the possibility of confusion between the 

two does not exist. 

While there are fixed links in this band, 190-200 KHz, operated 

by DOT and DND, their radiotelegraphy emissions would be sufficiently distinct 

from CW—ANDB's to ensure that interference from the fixed service links 

would not be a problem. 

#13 

3. 	The DOT also has extensive radionavigation maritime mobile operations 



I.  

an Liic  band atom ZU.U.D-20U Miz winch may be extended to  all  

Canada, depending on the outcome of a radionavigation aids policy presently 

under development•in DOT.  The DECCA system operating from 90-110  KHz which are 

fully described in Appendix 2 and 3 respectively, form the basis for DOT radio- 

1. 
navigation operations in this band. 	OMEGA ia a system designed for long range 

navigation. As would be expected, Loran C may give much more precise radio 

positioning than OMEGA. 

The Loran C system which isecebeing established in Canada will 

likely be the prime domestic radio aid for maritime purposes. It provides 

radionavigation service in the coastal confluence areas, i.e., continental shelf 

and Great Lakes Basin. While subject to unforeseen technological developments, 

Loran C is expected to have an operational lifespan of at least 15 years. It 

should also be noted that, in addition to its use for radionavigation, Loran C 

can provide signals for setting and synchronizing clocks within an accuracy:.àf 

1 microsecond in all areas of groundwave coverage. While a secondary use at 

present, there are a great number of existing and potential applications for 

this type of service. The cost of a Loran C receiver ($2,000) is low compared 

to other alternatives for synchronization. 

As well as the substantial growth foreseen  in Canada for Loran "C", there 

will be extensive growth in the U.S.; however, there, it will cover all US 

territory, not just maritime areas to provide for accurate land as well as 

• maritime radio positioning. Recently, the US has has abandoned its 

Loran "A" installations and is concentrating on Loran "C" and mini-Loran"C" 

(i.e., low power Loran "C" stations) to fulfill its radio positioning needs 

over the next 15 year time span. From the plans in both Canada and the U.S., 

Loran "C" installations will largely fill the radionavigation band from 90 to 

110 KHz and will continue operations in that band over the next 15 years. To 

ensure that the proposed expansion of Loran "C" can take place, the Canadian 

Second Draft Proposals have strengthened the radionavigation service allocation 

in the band from 90 to 110 KHz and have added footnote 166A to give additional 

The OMEGA system 'operates from 10-14 KHz which is below the range of the 

present study. 
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protection to Loran "C" receivers from operations in the adjacent bands 

80-90 KHz and 110-120 KHz. 

With the expansion of Loran "C" foreseen, it is unlikely that other 

services will be able to continue to operate in the band. Fixed and maritime 

mobile services presently operate in the 90-110 band now as secondary services; 

however, as they must accept any interference and would not be protected 

from new Loran "C" operations, their reassignment to new bands is anticipated. 

From reference to Table 1, there are no licensed Canadian fixed or maritime 

Cr,A4e  
Due to the very high power Loran "C" operations ( 1 Megawatt), it is unlikely 

that PLC systems operating at 20-30 watts would interfere with ship or 

airborne Loran "C" receivers; however, it is anticipated that the 236 PLC systems 

operating between 90-110 KHz will experience significant interference, particularly, 

those in the Great Lakes Basin, and maY have to vacate the band. It is possible 

that users of Loran "C" for time and synchronization purposes might be interfered 

with by PLC systems in locations of low Loran "C" field strength and in very 

close proximity to PLC systems. While such cases of interference might occur, 

their resolution and suppression would have to be dealt with on a case by case 

basis as the need arises. 

• - 	 - 	 . 	- 
It is anticipated that PLC systems operating adjacent to the radionavigtion 

band (i.e., 80-90 KHz and 110-120 KHz) will not interfere with or be interfered 

with by Loran C operations. 

The DOT Canadian Coast Guard operates a series of DECCA chains on the 

Atlantic coast using a number of discrete assignments which range between 

70 and 138 KHz. The continued existence of this radio navigational aid beyond 

1985 is presently under review and its future is uncertain. No expansion of 

DECCA facilities is contemplated --only its continued operation or abandonment 

as a radio aid. 

P-• 

mobile links in this band. There are, however, 236 PLC systems in operation. nel›- 
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C. 	Usage by the Electrical Utilities.  

As discussed earlier in this paper, the electrical utilities are the major 

users of the band from 20.05 to 200 KHz and their powerline carrier ooeraticns accoun-

for 92% of all licensed assignments. Table 3: Power Line Carrier Operations gives 

the number of assignments regionally and by frequency across Canada. As may be 

seen with reference to Table 3, there are approximately 1800 PLC assignments 

presently licensed by the Department in operation in all areas of Canada. 

Frequencies in the range of 30 to 200 KHz and 415 to 490 KHz are used for 

power line carrier systems. 	The  lower band is high enough that the 60 Hz 

power frequency, can be ignored, and the power line noise is greatly reduced. 

At the same time, the carrier frequency line attenuation is still fairly low, so 

reasonable signal-to-noise figures can be obtained. Frequencies lower than 50 KHz 

can be used but it is difficult to efficiently couple them to the line by using 

coupling capacitors. 

Power line carrier is used to connect major generating and transformer stations 

which in many areas of Canada, form the bulk 230 kV, 500 kV and 750 kV power grids. 

The prime function of the PLC network is for protection of transformers, remote 

control and automatic generation control (AGC) of power generating machinery, and 

acquisition of data for load control. PLC is also used to provide essential 

operating voice circuits. 

Power line carrier is especially attractive for a number of reasons. First, 

it is most economical for providing a relatively small number of communication channels 

over long as well as short distances. Second, it is attractive in that the cost per 

station is relatively independent of the distance over which it must operate. However, 

the frequency and the length of the transmission line combined, dictate the 

transmitter power. Some other advantages of PLC are its capability to transmit 

economically to many scattered locations; it is not as susceptible to natural hazards 

as wire line or cable, and it is inherently rugged. Nor does PLC require repeaters 

for long distances as does microwave.-  PLC, howevjr, is-  susceptible to  power  line 

noise and must operate within a limited7 frequency spectrum. 



In the future, PLC systems are not expected to grow significantly in number 

as they already are used along the bulk of the 230 kV, 500 kV and 750 kV power 

grids. New growth in assignments would occur only as these power grids are 

extended. In addition, in areas where interference from other radio sources to 

PLC operations is evident, these PLC systems are being replaced by other facilities 

(microwave, leased lines, etc) although much more expensive. 

There are a number of . substitute systems for replacing PLC which can, if 

necessary, be used by electrical utilities; however, as outlined in a brief by the 

Canadian Electrical Association (CEA) to the Department in September, 1977, all are 

significatnly more expensive and some cannot offer the same grade of service in 

control,protection and location of faults as PLC systems. For example, the material 

costs of a 200 mile PLC system are estimated at $100,000. By comparison, those for 

the equivalent link by microwave employing 8 hops would be $1.5 to $2.7 million, 

excluding land purchase, access roads and A.C.power. In addition to these money 

costs, the Department would be concerned in certain areas with the spectrum costs (i.e., 

the replacement of a non-radio means of communication, PLC, by a microwave radio 

link). Most alternative systems for provision of communication for electrial; 

power grid protection suffer from the twin drawbacks of being more costly in money 

and spectrum terms than PLC. 

While Canadian Footnote C2 notes the use of PLC systems in the 

band from 20.05 to 200 KHz, as outlined earlier, the actual band available for PLC 

operations is shrinking due to the increasing use of the band by the primary services. 

It appears that the band from 90-110 KHz will become unusable for PLC systems due to 

the expansion of the Loran "C" installations in the near future. 

There appears to be little alternative for the electrical utilities seeking 

additional communications links in future but to use a different technology (not PLC) 

in areas where the hand  for  20.05-200 KHz can not accommodate additional assignments. 

While there have been some PLC assignments in the 415-490 KHz range due to higher 

line attenuation at these freuqnecies, the use of PLC systems in this band must be 

limited to the shorter distance. In summary, there appears to be little alternative 

spectrum for PLC syStems. 

#17 
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D. Other Users of the Band (Existing or Proposed)  . - 

All the major lisers of the band have already been dealt with in this report. 

Although some small private users may still be operating (remote control, etc.,) 

their use or discontinuance of use will hot have . any material affect on total band 

usage and, therefore, will.not be dealt with in this report. 	- 

As was outlined earlier; in the Background, the US Fifth Notice of Inquiry- 

has proposed that the band 115-190 KHz be allocated to'broadcasting internàtionally 

The Department is also considering various options for the extension of the 

sound broadcast (AM) band, 

At the present time, the AM broadcast band (535-1605 KHz) is very congested 

in Region 2, and it is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive to engineer 

new assignments in.most areas of Canada. 

In view of the fact that almost all homes in the country are equipped 

with AM receivers, aural broadcasters have traditionally preferred this band, 

even though very heavy costs are incurred in establishing new stations as 

multi-tower arrays are almost always required and nighttime service is often 

extremely poor as a result of skywave interference. 

A review was carried out by the CRTC (see Appendix 4)) to investigate the 

extent to which Canada's need for additional aural broadcasting channels 

could be met by extending the existing AM band to the same extent  as  that ' 

proposed by the U.S. in its Fifth Notice of Inquiry. 

This review stated that the first choice for extension .of AM aural 

broadcasting would be from 1605 to 1800 KHz. Based on this and the lack of 

interest and enthusiasm on the part of Canadian broadcasters for the 115-190 KHz 

band, Canada's Second Draft WARC proposals support the status quo inLthe 115-190 KHz ban( 

The consequences of.acceptance of a broadcast allocation from 115-190 KHz 

would have been seyere on the existing band users and most particularly, PLC , 

systems. In 	.a- proposal to the Department, the Canadian Electrical Association 

(CEA) underlined the Importance of powerline carrier systems for the control  and 

protection of power grids and anticipated major disruption and interference-from 
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broadcast operations in this band. 

One other existing but unlicensed user of this band are the telephone 

carriers. In certain areas, rural telephone service is provided to subscribers 

on open wire on a multiplexed system using frequencies which include the band 

under study. Similar to i'LC systems, these open wire systems are unprotected 

and are susceptible to interference from other co-channel radio signals. The 

Loran C operations pose a serious interference threat to this usage; however, 

open wire facilities are not extensive. The Department has had discussions 

with Bell Canada concerning the plans for expansion of Loran C facilities 

and there would appear to be little problem, given sufficient warning, of 

obviating interference problems.In future, as open wire facilities are obsoleted 

and replaced, the interference potential, already minimal, will be eliminated 

entirely. 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Having reviewed the various factors affecting the use of  this band, it is 

clear that the existing primary service users will increase , or at least, 

maintain their present!  level of usage in the future. The Canadian position, 

as outlined in the Second Draft Proposals will support and strengthen the 

allocation to thé radionavigation service from 90-110 KHz and-Promote  the 

 expansion of Loran C facilities throughout this band. In addition, the 

« 	downward extension of the aeronautical radionavigation service to include 

190-200 KHz will allow and promote growth .in 	\that band in more remote 

areas of Canada by aeronautical non-directional beacons (ANDB). Until 1985, 

usage of the DECCA system by DOT will be maintained,.on the Atlantic coast. A 

Well prior to that date, a radio aids policy now under review by DOT will be 

issued which may initiate or accelerate the development of new or existing 

radio aids in this band with a consequent growth in assignment. Due to the 

high reliability of both DND and DOT fixed point-to-point links operating 

to remoté areas of Canada,.these will be maintained at their present level. 

Should a decision be made for DND to play a more active rjle in support of 

Canadian sovereignty in the North, a significant expansion of DND fixed 

assignments would be required in this band for logistics support. It would, 

therefore, appear,that prospects for growth or even continued extensive use 

of this band by non-primary service users (i.e., PLC systems) are not bright. 

In addition.to  the forecast growth by the primary service users, technical 

factors of their use to not favour sharing with PLC systems. The high power 

widespread Loran C installations will cause significant interference to PLC 

systems operating in the band from 90-110 KHz. The possibility of interference 

froM PLC systems to airborne receivers in the band from 190-200 KHz exists. 

These forecast problems can only be remedied by PLC systems abandoning the 

bands from 1907200 KHz (in proximity to ANDB's) and 90-110 KHz: 

As the usage of.the 20.05-200 KHz band by. PLC systems is quite extensive 

and difficulty does exist in - certain areas in finding additional PLC assignments, 



the future loss of many or all assignment from 90-110 KHz and 190-200 KHz 

will cause significant problems. Some alternatives, for meeting the commu-

nications needs of electrical utilities using PLC systems are discussed ' 

below. 

In some areas of Canada, it may be possible to relocate some of 

the shorter PLC systems above 190 KHz. Unfortunately, PLC systems with 

frequencies above 190 KHz exhibit increased Iine attenuation which restrict 

assignments in this range to shorter transmission line sections. 

An alternative would call for co—use of the band above 190 KHz 

by ANDB's and PLC systems in the same geographic area; however, the PLC systems 

would have emissions or signal patterns distinctly different from ANDB's 

to prevent misinterpretation of a signal from a PLC system by an airborne 

navigational receiver. 

An example of this is the use of power line carrier systems 

using pulse techniques presently operating in Europe. The use of short 

duration pulses to perform the protection function would make the problem 

of interference to the power line carrier from outs id e  sources m u ch 

less likely. In addition, a pulsed type system w ould be much 

less likely to interfere w ith other radio services, particular 

in this case, the aeronautical radionavigation service. 
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In a report* bY the United Kingdom on the two types of PLC system 

quiescent (pulsed) and continuous (most PLC systems in Canada are of this 

1 

type), they state: 

• --. 	 • • _ 
• 

 . 	 In the Uni ted Kingdom, the frequencies u 	
-

sed are . 
• within the range 70-1;000 kHz and the carrier .s.ystems are for 

two• types, 5„.e. Quiescent  carrLGr syster. -.,s and continuous carrier 
systems .  Tho difference between the two -  systems is tha t in 

. respect of the Quiescent carrier systeathe transmission of 
• the RF sisnalling frequency is only of very short duration . 

during the fault condition, whereas in the case of the continuou,'; 
. carrier • ystem there .is• a continuous transmission  0±' te RF ' 
.signalling frequency. The need fOr continuous carrier systems 

• . results from the - reQuirement, where large quantities of -oower 
aré transmitted, for signalling,systems capable of reactin,7 
quickly enough to power line fault s .  to prevent instability-of 

• the power networks and at the same time not reacting to stray 
. interference signals. 

It  bas  been established that the transitory nature 
• of the radiation fro::2 quiescent carrier systems presents 
_Y.J._rtually_no•risk of interference to aeronautical and ot*ner 
:services operatiu in the frecuency range »  70-1;00.0.2›, 
DECCA, MF Beacons). Continuous carrier sys'J,c-:ns are.however 
a  Pot 	al  source of harmful interference .to Fadio services 
operating in the same frequency band and the  .steps taken fn. - 
the United Kindom to saf.--. :-,uard services are described in 

• 

It would, therefore, appear that quiescent or pulsed systems would permit 

the co-use of spectrum aboye 190 KHz by aeronautical radionavigation and other 

services with PLC systems and-discussions on such Possibilities should be 

undertaken with the CEA to ascertain the viability of this alternative. 

* NATO UNCLASSIFIED - ANNEX III to AC/9217574(2nd revise) CONTROL OF 

- FREQUENCIES FOR POWER LINE CARRIER SYSTRMS - Note'bY the United Kingdom. 

Sections 2, 3 and 4..0 
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A third alternative and one which would have definite support by the CEA, 

at least in the short term, is continued co-existence by PLC systems in the 

band from 20.05 to 200 KHz wïth the other primary services. This-alternative 

is attractive to all parties since, in essence, the status quo is maintained. 

It is possible that with proper engineering and careful selection of frequencies, 

the status quo would be retained in the band indefinitely. 

The exception would be the areas from 90 to 110 KHz and from 190 to 200 KHz 

where there are 236 and 84 PLC assignments respectively. PLC assignments from 

90-110 KHz will be subjected to interference in the near term as Loran C 

radionavigation installations are set up and go into service. PLC assignments 

from 190-200 KHz in the more remote areas of Canada may be required to change 

their type of operation into a pulsed mode or change frequency as ANDB's are 

established by DOT in that band. 

Overall, throughout the band from 20.05 to 200 KHz, there will be increasing 

pressure for reassignment of PLC systems to frequencies not yet assigned to 

the primary services to prevent interference to and from PLC systems. 

At this point in time, there are a number of other technological substitutes 

for PLC systems to provide protection and control for power grids. Although 

these may not be completely interchangeable substitutes, they do provide for 

at least the basic communications needs of the electrical utilities. 

All are more costly alternatives in economic terms and most, employing radio 

communications also consume spectrum. Due to their higher spectrum and economic 

costs, the alternatives presented above if viable would likely be favoured. 



CONCLUSIONS AND ACTION ITEMS. 

I .  J!,4 

After a review of the current problems, background and factors affecting 

the usge of the 20.05-200 KHz band, the following conclusions and action 

items are proposedv- 

1. 	Immediately after the WARC 1979 and, if the proposal by Canada to 

. 	extend the aeronautical radionavigation band down to 190 KHz is 

accepted, a revised policy  -on the licensing of PLC systems in the band • 

190-200 KHz should be put into effèct. This policy would have the 

objective of ensuring that PLC systems do not interfere with aircraft 

•navigational systems using ANDB's. The policy might set minimum 

separation distances between PLC system‘s and AUDB's,.and require 

PLC systems operating.within the separation distances to be re-

assigned below 190 KHz or change their emission to be distinctly 

different from that used by. ANDB's. 

.Work should commence on determining . the m in im u m s a fe 

separation distance and regions should be asked 1.-lot to authorize 
. 	_ 

additional PLC systems in the . frequency range from 190200 KHz and 405-435 KHz 

until the results of the WARC are known. Should frequencies in 

this range have to be authorized by regions for PLC systems, 

the licencee should be warned of the possibility of reassignment 

being necessary by the early 1980's. 

- 2. 	Althotigh it wbuld appear to be unclear whether or not PLC systems 

can be licensed as radio systems under the Radio Act ;  the practice 

of licensing these systems 'should be retained by the Department. 

In this way, the Department can be aware of the existence and the tech- 
. 

nical parameters of all PLC systems and can take steps to ..mit:igate 

interference by radio services allocated to use 

• 
this band or,  nt  the very least, coordinate the reassignmeat•of PLC 
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q unee.,,, 9  to minimize any disruption of service, • 

3. 	In the long -term future, growth of assignmentsin.the band should be 

monitored. Should the radio aids policy of DOT presently under 
- 

review not favour further extention of the Loran "C" navigation system 

or abandonment of DECCA, the use of the band by PLC systems could 

continue indefinitely or until technological or economic factors favoured 

Substitute systems. If growth in ;radionavigation assignments increases1suffici- . 

ently to jeopardize the continuance of PLC systems in the band, then the 

DepartMent should coordinate with the power utilities a research 

and planning effort to find a viable substitute for PLC systems which 

• presently operate in this band. 

From an analysis.of the factors.presented in the proposals to 

establish a new auralhroadcast band, major dislocation of 

PLC . operations would likely take place. Due to the high'sacial 

priority which must be placed on the control and protection of . 

power grids versus the need for an additional broadcast  service, the 

Department does not  support the  proposed broadcast service 

from 115-190 KHz. If necesSary, Canada should be prepared to take 

a reservation on the use of broadcasting in that band., if th -at 7  

proposal is accepted at the '79 WARC. 	 \, 



Present Allocations  Canadian Assignment Usage ‘(DFL)  

FIXED 
MARITIME MOBILE 

t 

11.•  

RADIONAVIGATION 
, 	- 

FIXED 
MARITIME MOBILE 
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION 
Radiolocation .  

11( 

FIXED 	. 
MARITIME MOBILE 
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION 
Radiolocation 

Fixed 
Maritime Mobile 

FIXEIf 
MARITIME MOBILE 

FIXED 
MARITIME MOBILE 

FIXED 

70 

90 

268 	. 
2 
3 

194 
6 

27 

236 
4 

13 
246 
19 
5 

42 

432 
11 
8 
2 

16 
409 

1 
4 

*Power line carrier systems are not defined as radio services. 

TABLE I: FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 20.05-200 KHz  

- 20.05 KHz 

• 	. 
Power Line Carrier * 
Maritime  Mobile . 
Fixed (Point-to-Point) 

Power Line Carrier * 
Radiolocation 
Radionavigation .  

Power Line Carrier * 
Radionavigation 

110 	Fixed (Point-to-Point) 
Power Line Carrier * 
Radiolocation 
Maritime Mobile 
Radionavigation 

130 

Power Line Carrier * 
Fixed (Point-to-Point) 
Maritime Mobile 
Radionavigation 

150 

160 

Fixed (Point-to-Point) .  
Power Line Carrier 
Radiolocation 
Maritime Mobile 

1. 	 

200 
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'BAND ASSIGNMENTS BY SERVICE  

Power Line Carrier * 

, Maritime Mobile 

Fi*ed (Point-to-Point) 

' Radiolocation 

. Radionavigation 

1785 . 	92%1 • 

19 . 	1%, 

: 43 	' 	" 	2% 

26 	1% 
.- 

75 	4%.  

Table 2:  Canadian 

Band Usage (March 

• (Assignments versus 

Frequency) ' • 

1948 

*Power line carrier systems are not defined as radio services 

'y So 
 ° 	'0 	° 	.0 

0 0 1j*  

Frequency (KlIz) '  

Services 

PRIMARY 	 5 ' 5 
c.--, 	,:i 	* 	(II 
r... 

	
Ep 	pr-,  

PERMITTED 

! 	  

SECONDARY 	 ,_. 	 • 

t:4 	r=4 	P4 

LEGEND  

F - FIXED 
MM - Maritime Mobile 
. MR -,Maritime Radio-

navigation 
R. - Radio navigation 

• RL 	Radiolocation 
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TABLE 3: POWER LINE CARRIER OPERATIONS 
(NUMBER OF ASSIGNMENTS BY FREQUENCY BLOCK AND REGION) 
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APPENDIX 

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 

190 - 53-5 kHz 

U. S. studies . show the vast majority of ADF equipment tunes the range 

190 - 200 kHz. Frequency - assignment problems which now exist in Canada 

may-be alleviated by looking at thiS and additional bands  for allocation  

to-aeronautical purposes. The 1605 - 1800 kHz band has proven disappointing 
and is not expected tO provide congestion relief. 

DOC,tabulation  of  frequency usage-in 1974 yields .the following table: 

Band  (kHz) 	Bandwidth (kHz) 	No. Assignments 	Assignments7kHz  

160 - 200 ' 	40 	379(PLC) - 	9.4 • 
200 - 285*• 	. 85 	, 	332 	• 	. 3.9 

285 - 325 	40 - 	189 	4.75 . 	. 
. 

325 - 405* 	• 	*80 	309 	: 3.86 . 

405 - 415 	' 	10 	20' 	. 	. 	- • 2 ..- 

415 - 490 	75 '' 	47 0.62 • . 
490 - 510 20 	../.-- 	. - o.&5  
510 - 535 	. 	' 	25 	1. 	. ' •• 	0.Ce • 

' 	*These bands contain.  the majority  of  ANDB's 

Congestion aPPears to be reached in Canada when the number of ANDB assign-
ments/kHz equals 4. 

The USCG has .sta -Èed that sharing between ANDB's and coast . stations is not - 

feasi,ble because of the large separation distances involved. Assuming this 
is correct and assuming Power Line Carrier problems can'be solved, a-new 
"capacity" table would be as follows: 

• 

Band (kHz) 	Bandwidth (kHz) 	*Assignment Existing 	Available 
Capacity 	Assignments 	Assicnments 

. . 
190 -- 206 .- 	10 40, 	0 	40- • 

200,- 285 	85 	340 	332, 	8 
285 --325 	* . 	• 40 	160 	189  
325 - 405 	80 	. 	320 • 	- 	309. 	11 

405 - 415 	10 	40 	24 	 20 

415 - 490 	75 ' 	300(Th) 	(NA) 	7' 
490 - 510 ' 	'20 	86(NA) 	(1-i) 	-. 

510 - 535 	25 	100 	. 	1 	99 

TOTAL 	178 
• *Assuming -  4 assignments per kHz . 

**Omitted - assume full capacity 
• • 

A DOC region survey for assignm:nt requirements over the next 10 yc,ar Period 

indicated the need for .370  ne;.'  assignm2nts, which apoears to c.txceed the• cLpait'y 
of an expanded allocation. However the proposed expanr;ion capacity is likely 
suitable, as the majoritY of beacçn requirOments are for large capital projcts 

of finite duration in remote area?i of Canada. 'Accptance of Onega, Loran.-"C", 

. 	. 2 
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Proposai:  

etc. will also serve to diminish this need. However, it is not certain that 
the survey included all municipal, federal and private demands.. It 

not unreasonable to expect an average of 18 new •assignment demands per 

.annum over the next 10 year period. 
rel 

II ' 	The bands 415 - 490 kHz and 490 - 510 kHz should be examined for PLC use, in 

areas separated frorà navigable waters. Should it be . necessarv to share 

' between ANDB and PLC, a Major safety problem arisés when ANDB's used for . 

111 	
aircraft let-down Procedures are . involved. On a national_basis, freauencies 

for let-down beacons may be kept separate from PLC. Further work is réquired 
to determine separation criteria between enroute ANDB and PLC. 

Add AeronautiCal Radionavigation (Primary) to 190 - 200 and_ . 
 510 - 535 kHz. Examine feasibility of suppression of Fixed 

and Broadcasting in respective bands. 



APPENDIX 2 .DECCA 

(i) 

DSCCA 

The Decca system employs continuous wavetransmission and utilizes 
phase comparision  of  received signals to determine position fixes. 	- 

• Decca chains consist of three or four trans7rdtting stetions 
operating in the frequency  bond  70-138 ke/s. Stati,ns forming a 
"chain" are designated as Easter and Red, Green and Burple Slaves. 
Usually the  clavas  are'deployed in star formation at distances of 70 
to 100-miles  front the Master but neither symmetry nor distance  is  critical.' 
The transmissions from a Decca chain bear a simple harmonic frequency 
relivtionship and those  from  each Slave are phase locked te the Milster 
transmission. :  By this means overlepping phase patterns are produced 
between the Master and each-Slave which form an omnidirectional navigat-
ional grid in space.. The grid is comprised.of hyperbolae or lines-of • 
constànt phase difference between transmissions.from the Master. and 
Slaves,  

In Fig 1, page (v) points A and B represents two transmitting 
stations radiatingSignals of equal and constant frequency. and rigidly 
locked in phase. CD is the right bisectôr of base line between A and . 
14. therefore, it follows that at any point on CD the signals from A 
and B will be in phase since they have travelled equaI distances at 
the same velocity A phase comparision•meter would read zero degrees 
at point 0 or.at  any point along the hyperbolae CD. If the phase meter 
is moved towards B the signals will be out of phase at'point (Y.  This 
out of phase condition will exist everywhere along the hyperbolae 
Er. If the phase  noter  is moved still clOser to B a point On will ' 
be reached at which the phase difference between'stations A and B. 
will be 360° or one whole 'cycle. 'This condition will exit everywhere . 
along the hyperbelacCH in passing from points -0 to 0" the phase meter 
will have traversed  oie  complete lane. On the base line AB the width 
of a lane or  the  distance between- any adjacent hyperbolae of equal 
phase-difference vaLle is equal to half a , wavelength. In Fig i, the 
distance between any adjacent pair of similar linea (solid or broken) 
is called a lane. 

. 	The Decca stations transmit on different frequencies; in the case of the 
Newf.pundland Chain for exan;ple, tho M:aster opFiratos on 84.465 ke/s, 	. 
the Red Slave on 112.62 ke/S, green on 126.697 kc/s and Purple on 70.387 	. 
kc/s. This frequency relationship is based on a fundamental frequency 
"Pi which  ici  14.077 kc/s. The Master thorefore transmits  on 6f  Red 
on 8f, Green oh 9f and Purple on 5f. 

The received sinals are Subeequently multiplied in such a m._:nner 
that a common phase cemparision frequency is produced. Tho Mas ter 

 signal is multiplied by 4 and tho Rod by 3; i.e. 6f x 4 and 8f x 3 tO 
produce. a frequency of 24f. 

R6 1-3-6? 



I .  
I .  

. 	 . 
Thus comp:Irisiun freluenry in the case of the :e,.foundl.sad Chain is hp. 

-7: 	prn:....1m.-.'71•J3.,": kc/s or -•':*!/„r-..) ::-.et.r.:s and sine 	the wavo fr..)nt:.-, •Ire 

I• 	.. 
'J anarcacUng from opposite directions synchronously ., the in-phase .,  

points will correspond tp half this wave length, i.e. 4.4.3 metres. 	. 
""-s 

For eonvonience Decca Lanes are grouped into "Zones" and the 
number f lanes per Zeoc is related to the comparison freauency of . 
each pair of stations, the /one•width however is constant, being 
related to the furdam•ntal frequency f. 

When.phase comparision has bean effected in  the  receiver, the -- 

I î resultant is displayed cn a meter known as a deeometer 	three of 
1, theSe are provided,,one fol.. each i.aster/Slave combination,  i.e., 

Red Green and hirple. As the mobile unit passes through Decca • • 

I cover tbese de.-7emeers , will inditte accurately its position in the 
.. patter. In pra ...tice tne meters :ray eitner oe set to know£)Decca 

ceer:din-.tes before depl:rture, or may be set later using Lane 
,- Ider.tificr•tlor. transmisi.lons whic. h• cx..cuis c.utonatically each minute, 

I ce the Mnollte as follow 	8f and 9f  Signais  are transmitted - 
' simultaadUsly from the Hed Sla.:'e and 5f and 6f from the Master, 15 . 

sends later . similar transmissions cre made from the Green Slave . • 

I k and Master and 30 seconds late from the Purple Slave and Master. . 

. 	 . 	. 
By this means a course pattern, which corresponds in width to 

I
I

h Zene, is radiated and this enables the actual Docca Lane in which 
the mobile - unit is travebilnar to be identified. This facility allows 
4,,Ie aecurcy of the decometer readings to be confirm•d at any time . 

. during journey and provides an additional cheA on the functioning 
of the sàrsteùl. 	. 

, 
•riWIGAL VALUES FOR FREWEJCY. AND LANE WIDTH - RADIATED FREQUENCIES 

MultIplo 	• Frequencies 	Wavelengths 
.. 	(ko/s) 	- 	'. 	(Metres) -  

61 	• 	85.000 	3,521 
8f 	' li.3.333 	: 	. . 	2,640 

	

9.`: 127.500 	• - 	2347 • 

	

70.833 	4,225 

. COMPAii7S0 Fit.SWEWIES 

. 
• -.V0 000 - ... 1 . 	880 . 	. 

' 1 8 : 	255.0,:)0 	1 17/ - s, 	.. 4. 

.KUPLE 	:;v:.f 	• 	• 425.0O0 	• 	- 704 . 

1.i.:L!:.WUITH 0:•: 13AS LliWS ASS:IMIi;,.; VELOCITY OF 299,250 KM/Si
LANE WIDTH 

KAST .'a 	• 
itED SLAVE 

SLAu2, 
MPLE SLAVE 

• RMD 
11  G!t:N 

Pi;i1)1,E 

Metres 	Yards 
yt 	( 81. '28 ) 

' • U)41.70 

352.059 	(3e,5.02) 

• n_ 

R6 	, 



(iii) 	• 	• 	MS-318.1 

• The primnry function of the Master station is to provide a highly '- 

.stable carrier at a frequency of 6f (where f is aPpriximately 14 kc/s). 
• The Master signal source coMprises an oscillator using a quartz crystal • ' 

of low temperature Co-efficient mounted in a thermostatically-controlled 
oven. Automatic phase correction circuits maintain control Over the 

•phase  characteristics of the transmitter and.antenna system. For lane - 
identification the Master station radiates intermittently a signal of 
5f (Purple frequency) -  with the 6f0  Since the basia of lane identification 
is that the 5f. and 6f signals shall yield a lf beat note of high phase-

stability, the Maater station control equipment inclUdes-a system of 
phase-locking between the 5f  and 6f signals. In addition, the Master 
station provides the sigàals tnt initiate the necessary lane identifi-
-catioi . awitching . proceas.at  the Slave stations and in the receivers... 

- The timing of these is determined by clock controlled switching and a 
one-minute signaling cycle, starting from the. instant of the- Red lane - 
identification signal. The signal takes the form of a small shift in 

• the 6f frequency three times 1)r minute; immediately preceding the 
ti-arismission of the combined 6f and 5f signals.  The latter,  in-common - 
with the Slave lanc-identification transmissions ;  lasts, for  one-hall 

 second. 	 • 

As a primary function of a Slave station is to radiate a carrier )of 
a frequency: that is harmonically related with - the Master transmission, • 
each Slave has an antenna system for receiving the Master signal. In the . • 
Slave control equipment, this signal is phase-compared with the.Slave' 
transmission and the phase relationship between the two-is rigidly held 
at a predetermi:ned value. This process is carried out in two stages. The 
signal source is a •crystal oscillator working at the Master frequency 6f, , 
the amplified output of which is passed to a pulse-forming circuit which - 
produces pulses at a recurence frequency  of 6f0 A divider circuit derives 
from this signal a 14'  pulse which is fed to an 8f (Red Slave- frequency) 
amplifier of sine-wave form  and drives the 8f (i.e., the ,  normal- pattern) 
transmdtter. Asscciated with the transmitting antenna  coi],  circuit •is a 
pick-up loop which feeds back a voltage whose phase ia that of the 8f 
radiated - field s. this voltage being compared With the drive signal in°a 
discriminator circuit. The . discriminator•output is applied as an error 
voltage to a.reactor phase control'circuit which maintains the radiated 
transmission  with constant phase shifts occuring in the transmitter and 
antenna circuits, A aimilar phase control is exerted On the .6f.oscillator 
by comparing - the received Master signal with the 6f sine-waVe derived from 
the if phase output of the divider, thus locking  the phaseof the oscillator 
with that of the Màster. 

ThcaLana idantion- paTtern is generaLed by,momentarily adding 
a 9f transmission te the 8f so  an  to produce a If beat note for phase 
comparison, in the users' receivers, with the 6f-5f Lane identification 
transmission from•the Master. Thus a relay. actnatcd by the triggering, 
signal for Rod Lane identification completea the drive circuit of the 9f . • 
tranauitter for eaa haàf second. A- similar relay in thenormal-pattern 
8f drive cicoit opnns during çoaean and Purple Lane - identification so as 
to avoid interfereaee with the 8f aignals - radiated in turn from these 
statioas 

n 
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' (iv) 	 MS-3-M.1 
• 

The trus::.ittors feed an output of approxinàtely 2 .4 kilowatts 
into the antenna  va a.double-taned coil. 2fhe antenna coraprine either 
a verticI busb-inuluted to.wer,or a flat-top system supported on three • 
masts in line, together with a system of radial ground wires: .  

The Decca chains opc,rating  in Eastern Canada aro listed below: 

a) - Newfc,undland Chain. 
b) Cabet Stràit 
c) Nova Scotia 
d) • Anticosti . 

• (For particulars conèerning frequencies and st:Itions involved. in 
these chains refer to "liadio Aids to-Marine Navigation Atlantic and 
'Great LAE:sq. 
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SET OF HYPERBOLIC  POSITION L INES GENERATED BY 

SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMISSIONS FROM STATION A AND B 

FIG. - 2 

HYPERBOL IC. GRID GENERATED BY SLAVE 

STATIONS E AND C .  LOCKED TO MASTER ,A 
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APPENDIX 3: LORAN  

(i) 	 MS-3-18.2 

• LORAN 

Loran (Long Range Navigation) is a hyperbolic system of radio 
navigation,-  employing pulse techniques, which provides a ship or - 
aircraft with position data. 

Loran A-systems operate in the frequency * band 107 to 2  Mc/s 
and Loran C systems operate in the frequency band 90 - 110 kc/s. 

Operation of Loran involves the accurate measurement.of the time 
interval between the reception of pulses from master  and slavestations 
operating in pairs. The master station of a Loran pair transmits pulses 
at a constant repetition  rate 2  several hundred miles away the slave 
transmitter retransmits a corresponding series of pulses Synchronized - 
to those of the Master after a known and accurately monitored delay...I 
Ground stations are located so that signals from two or more pairs of 
stations' may be received in the same area so that a Loran fixeis obtained - 
by  plotting two or Wore position lines.. In order to-economize . on ground 
Installations the master station is common to.two Loran pairs, the trans-7 
mitter being double pulsed and virtually two separate stations at  the 	. 
cama location. 

A lino along.which the difference in arrival time of the pulses 
from master and slave is constant is called-a line of constant path 
difference (hyperbola) so that for each pair. of stations there 'exibts 
a family of hyperbolae  and position  is determined by taking  the  path . 
difference readings . .from two pairs of stationsTsee page (iii) Fig. 1.] 
If both pulses.were transmitted simultaneously they would be received 
simultaneously on the base line ,  right bisector  and • the  time  difference 
would be - iera. In practice the slave pulseis delayed so that the masté:r 
pulse is always received first thus eliminating any ambiguity in the 
identification  of  the pulses. 

Signals received are-displayed on a cathode ray  tube  from which the 
operator can determine.the difference in arrival time between  the. two 
pulses. The reading in microseconds is obtained directly from numerals 
displayed on a time difference indicatorelimiaating the necessity  for  
mental computations from time markers and thus reducing the possibility 
of error. A single reading gives only a position line so that a fix . 

 requiring the intersection of two such . position lines cannot be obtained 
simultaneously however, under good reception conditions the observations 
can be made and plotted in a short time. ' • 

Position lines are plotted'on charts overprinted with hyperbolic 
lattices in colour. Pairs of stations are selected by reference to these 
charte in order to obtain a fix. 

116 1-8-67 
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Identific%tion of Loran chains is,carried out by two distinguishing 
characteristics, radio freqUency :Ind pulse repetition rate. Loran stations 
forMing a chain operate'en the same frequency but the number of pulses. 
transmitted per  second (the  recurrence frequency) differs for.each pair. . 

By adjusting the receiving equipmnnt for the correct p.r.f. (pulse 
recurrence frequency) any desired pair  of.  signals can be selected. Signals 
from a 'number of Loran stations On  the saine  channel will appear on the 
display scope but the signals will drift at varying speeds, the operator 
selects the required puir of stations by adjusting the sweep reeurrence rate 
of the  indicator to match the. p.r.f. of the required pair. These signals ' 
becOme stationery while signals from other pairs will continue to drift 
,aeross the diSplay scope. 

There are four Loran . channels in' the frequency band 1.7 to 2 Mc/s:,..' 
channel 1 at 1.95 Eel's, channel 2 at 1. 85 Mc/s, channel 3 at 1 0 90 Mils . 
and channel 4 at 1.75 Mc/s. 

• • . Each pair of Loran stations is designated by a three character 
identificalion symbol. The first character indicates  the channel, the 
second the basic rate and the third thé station recurrence rated 

PULSE RECURREHCE RATES 

LOI RATE 	PPS 	HIGH RATE • 	PPS 

L 0 	25 	HO 	• 33-1/3  
L 1 	25-1/16 	E 1 	.33 - 4/9 
L 2 	' 25-2/16 	H 2 	35- 5/9 
L 3 	. 	25 -3/16 	H 3 	• 	33- 6/9 
L 4 	25-4/16 	H 4 	33- 7/9 
L 5 	. 	. 	25-5/16 	H 5 	- 	33- 8/9• 
L 6 	25-6/16 	H 6 . 	- 	' 34 
L 7 • 	25-7/16 	. ' H 7 	• 	34- 1/9 

- The accuracy of  Loran depends primarily upon the synchronization of 
the maher'and slave pairs. .If synchronization of the transmitters involved 
breaks down pulses drift horizontally on display seope thus providing a 
warning against their use for navigation purposes.. 	. 

The use of.a low frequency (10.0 kc/s) id Loran C permits greater -  . 
- distances between the mastr and slave and increases the ground wave 

reception range to aporoximately 1200 nautical miles 9 , thereby providing 
navigationel data of greater accuracy and reliability. 

, 

 

This  ystem  uses a single wtster and two or more slaves with the same 
pulse repetition rate Stations may bc arranged instar, square or triad 
configurations. - Since  nus ter  and slave stations use. the  sumo  pulse , 
repetition rate a position  fix can be obtained from one master and two 
slaves automatically and simultaneously. 

R6 178-67 
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FiGURE-I  

LORAN TRIPLET SI-104•VIN. G POSITION' LINES FORME.D BY A, THE COMt,,ION 
MASTER FOR BOTH PAIRS, AND THE TWO SLAVES B AND C. THE Fl X 
INDICATE:D AT X IS THE INTERSECTION OF TWO HYPE RBOL IC POSITION 
L INES, ONE FROM EACH PAIR 
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APPENDIX 4  7 	.Presented at Working  Croup A of 

Frequency Allocation Sub-Committee 
• • 	WARC'19 by CRTC 7 .0ctober 12,1977. - 

• 
- EXTENSION OF THE SOUND BROADCAST (AM) 'BAND  

535-1605 KHz  

1. INTRODUCTION  

• 'T 	At the present time, the AM broadcast band (535- 

1605 KHz) is very congested in Region 2, and it is 

becoming increasingly more difficult and expensive to engineer 

new assignments in most areas of Canada. 

In view of the fact that almost all homes in the 

. country are equipped with AM receivers, aural broadcasters have 

• traditionally ,  preferred this band, even though very heavy costs 

are incurred in establishing new stations as multi tower arrays 

are almost always required and nighttime service is often extre- 
. - - 
mely poor as a result of skywave interference. More recently, 

however, FM receiver penetration has greatly improved, and new 

stations, both private and CBC owned and operated, are springing' 

up to take advantage of the relatively low cost of implementation 

.and the interference-free service available on the FM band. This 

growth of. FM has occured so rapidly that it is becoming increa-

singly difficult to find channels for new aural services even on 

ihe FM band. 

In fact in some areas of Zone 1 (the Windsor-Quebec 

City corridor) there is insufficient spectrum to implement 

the Corporation's existing plans (Accelerated Coverage Plan, 

Radio Replacement Plan and extension of the English .and French 

Stereo networks) even if no more private services are licenced. 
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Furthermore, provision must be made for organizations outside 

Of the broadcasting industry, such as local community groups 

ethnic associations and universities who are now held back by a 

- shortage  of  channels in the Metropolitan centers ( a numbef of 

universities, McMaster and Waterloo among others, have however 

been licented). > 	 • 	• 

• In summary, the existing broadcast spectrum (aural), - 

even assuming an optimum match of demand and channel availability 

will - be saturated  in. Zone 1 by 1984 if the growth rate of the 

last.five years continues. Additional spectrum is urgently 

needed to meet the services presently planned as wéll as the 

expected growth .  in the private sector. 	. 

One of the.proposals emanating from the United States 

for WARC 1.979  to increase the number of channels available for 

-aural broadcasting is to xtend the existing AM band. Currently, 

the U.S. is giving consideration to the use of 115-190.KHz, . 

525-535 KHz'and 1605-1800 .  KHz for new AM broadcast services: 

In view of the above, it is considered timely to 

investigate thé extent to which Canada's need for additional aural 

broadcasting channels could be met by extending the existing AM band . 

 to the same extent as that proposed by the U.S. 
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/ The Comments contained herein are intended to explore 

several related areas including: 

(i) The degree to which interference to and .from 

existing stations would be causee.by stations 

operating in the new bands. . 

-(ii) Receiver availability. 

(iii) Economic ieasibility. 

(iv) International implications. 

Conclusions will then be drawn, based upon  th è above 

considerations. 

2. 	INTERFERENCE LIMITATIONS ON THE NEW FREQUENCIES  

• In order to specifically asSess -the degree to which the 

bands 115-190, 525-535, and 1605-1800 KHz could be used to 

• relieve.the demand for additional sound broadcasting services in 

Canada, it was decided to examine each of the 10 largest metro-. 

politan radio markets to determine the technical feasibility of 

each frequency in that band. 

. . .14 
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• 

It Was  assumed in the analysis that frequencies would 

be allotted on a 10 KHz spacing basis consistentwith the 

praCtice in the 53571605 KHz band. That is, stations would only 

be assigned on frequencies which are multiples of 10 KHz 6n the 

assumption that •receiver manufacturers wish to develop frequency 

synthesized receivers, which would have to be compatible over 

the Whole band from 115-1800 KHz. 	• 

Ineach of the 10 .largest markets, each of the 29 new . 

channels was analyzed In order to ascertain the degree to which 

'a new station on that frequency would.cause, or be subject to, 

interference.from existing stations in the same area.. The 

technical problems examined were as follows: 	• 

(i) Oscillator Radiation - In each market, a frequency 

was flagged as a potential problem if a station 

operating on that frequency would have a potential 

' oscillator radiation problem with an existing 

station which  1s  4  450 or 4- 460 KHz removed in 

frequency. (DOC Broadcast Procedure 1, Rule 11). 

•• (ii) Harmonic Interference - .In each market a frequency 

was flagged as a potential problem if a local station 

• 	• is licensed on a frequency with a 2nd harmonic rela- 

tionship to that being considered (DOC Broadcast 

Procedure 1, Rule 4). Higher harmonics, especially 

of the Lf band, will also have an impact, but they 

were not considered here. 

. .15 
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Broadcast Procedure 1, Rule 14). 

It  

s.  

the frequency could be used at all. 
• - -16 

(iii) Image Interference  — In each market a,frequency was 

flagged as a potential problem if a station operating' 

on that frequency  bas a potential image interference 

problem with an existing station which is 4 910, ' 

+.920 or + 930 KHz remove& in frequency.. (DOC 

(iv) Adjacent Channel Interference  — In each market a 

frequency was flagged as a potential problem if a 

station operating on that frequency would not be 

• ablelto  rend ez: protection in accordance with DOC 

• domestic'procedures and/or NARBA to . an  existing 

station 4. 10 . KHz, + 20 KHz or + 30 KHz removed in 

* frequency. 

Table I indicates the results of the above analysis in 

the ten largest radio markets. It may be seen from the Table 

that. irony frequencies in the new bands would be either questionable 

' or unusable as a result of interference caused to,or suffered 

* from,existing stations in the same area. 

' 	In situations where the incoming station would have to 

accept a limitation it may be possible to use the frequency but 

it is unlikely that a new broadcaster would be willing to cope 

with both interference from a local station and a lack of receivers 

in the hands of the Public. Where the new station would cause 

interference to an existing station it is extremely unlikely that 
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It is interesting to note that, in  most  markets, the 

"usable" frequencies are clustered together, which further reduces 

.the number of discrete channels which could be used in any one 

market. In Hamilton, for instance only 170,180, 1690, 1750 and 

.1760•Hz shoW any promise. Since only one each of the 170-180 . 

pair and the 1750-1760 pair could be used in the same area, there. 

are only 3 channels out of 29 which could Potentially be us.ed in 

• Hamilton. 	 •  

• It should also be noted that each location was examined 

in isolation from all the others, which means that the channels 

- shown as workable in one location may also be workable in an 

adjacent centre, and must therefore be shared. For example, the 

same 5 frequencies (170, 180, 1690, 1750 and 1760) are shown as 

"clear" frequencies in both Hamilton and .St. Catharines-Niagara. 
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3. RECEIVER AVAILABILITY  

In any situation where new or extended broadcast bands 

are  to  be considered, it is imperative that the matter of - 

receiver aVailability be discussed. It is certain that broad-

casters wifl not  make extensive use of neW frequencies unless a 

• 

sufficiently large number of receivers are in the hand's of the 

- public. Similarly, the public will not spend extra money to 

buy a receiver which tunes frequencies upon which no stations are 

operating. 

.The problem rests with the "rate of replacement" factor. 

That is, assuming that extended-band receivers were to come on 

the market at a certain point in time, how long would it take 

, until a sufficient number of homes are equipped with the new . 

'sets to make a station operating on a "neefrequency commercially • 

• viable? • 

Obviously, it would be difficult to project exactly when 

such'a viable situation would occur in each market unless it can 

be guaranteed that all new receivers sold after a specific date 

will be equipped to receive the new frequencies. 

. 	. 	. /8 
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This "guarantee" could be made if it can be proven that 

an extended-band AM receiver could be produced.at essentially 

• the same cost as a receiver which only tunes the existing band. 

If this were the case, presumably receiver manufacturers would . . 

produce extended-band sets 'on a voluntary basis. If this is * 

not the case, then government action similar to the VHF/UHF 

• all-channel regulation  for TV  would be necessary. 

In either of the  above situations, it is evident that. 

Canada could not consider using extended AM frequencies different 

from those chosen by the U.S. because of the relatively small. 

consumer market in this country. - 	* 
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4. 	ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY  

• As discussed in the previous section the matter of 

economics arises when one considers the extent to which extended 

' AM frequencies would appeal to aural broadcasters. The receiver 

question is primarily concerned with the revenue side of the 

ledger. There are also cost factors which would have to be 

considered by d broadcaster cont'emplating the use of "New" AM 

' frequencies. ' 

The post attractive new frequencies, from a cost point 

• of view, would be those above the existing band. At these 

frequencies antenna arrays would be quite reasonable in cost 

because tower heights would be lower and the amount of land 

needed to accommodate the array would be smaller: 

The same cannot be said of the frequencies from 115 to 

190 KHz, since even a non-directional antenna at these frequencies 

assumes monumental proportions if it is to achieve reasonable 

efficiency. Since the greatest shortage of aural broadcasting 

frequencies occurs in the largest metropolitan centres, the 

land costs  for  such antenna systems may be prohibitive. 

. . . /10 
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For this reason, it is èxpected that any broadcast use . 

of new L.F. AM frequencies would be by operators such as the CBC, 

who  could use thein for wide area coverage in the'more remôte 

regions of the country. 

. /11 
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4. -INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS  

In the event that the AM band were to be extended, it is 

probable that each country in Region 2 Would wish to maximize the 

' number Of channels available to it. If the new bands were to be 

split only'into Regional (Class III) .channels, (i.e. on a'first come- 

first served basis) it is evident that the United States would move 

•quicklY to occupy.the new frequencies, leaving little for the other 

Region II countries. For this reason it is considered essential 

that  an  Y new AM bands be divided on a shared basis, similar to the . 

arrangements contained within the Canada-U.S. TV and FM Agreements, 

or in NARBA (North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement). as it 

'relates to Class  I (Clear) channels. 

Given that the U.S. and Mexico will be able to lay claim 

to certain of the 29 channels envisaged:for the new bands, it is 

• evident that a further reduction in Usable channels for each -
. 

location will occur once international agreements have been worked 

I .  out. 

. . . /12 
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5. 	CONCLUSIONS  

As a result 'of the above analysis the following 

conclusions may be drawn: 

(a) In-the event that the U.S. moves.to  extend the 

AM band to include 115-190, 525-535 and 

.1605-1800 . KHz; it -would be in Canada's 

interest to support this•re-allocation since 

some channels may be made available in areas - 

- where the AM band is now saturated. However if 

all these bands can't : be made available, then 

the first choice would be the 1605-1800 KHz 

band. 	. 	 • 

(b) Any such agreement to support U.S. initiatives 

should be made on the understanding that there 

.will be an equitable  distribution of any new 

• channels between all Region 2 countries. 

.(c) It is unlikely that Canada could rely ,  upon an 

AM band extension to provide more than.a 

handful of aural broadcasting frequencies in 

the areas where they are most needed, (i.e.) 

in the 10'largest markets). This is because 

stations operating in the new band s  would be 

. /13 
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subject to and would Cause interference to 

existIng stations operating in the 535-1605 KHz 

band. 

(d) If new AM bands are allocated it will be 	• 

.necessaty for - government agencies to determine 

if an "a11—channe1" regulation will be required 

to promote the penetration of AM receivers 

capable of receiving  the  new frequenc.ies. • 

(e) Attachment I details the recommended spectrum 

reallocation. 
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